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LAND OF FIRE & ICE

Iceland is a country of extreme geological contrasts. It’s home to
some of the largest glaciers in Europe, and some of the world’s
most active volcanoes.
Iceland is also the land of light and darkness. Long summer
days with near 24-hours of sunshine are offset by short winter
days with only a few hours of daylight. The Magical neon Aurora
Borealis, or Northern Lights is a natural phenomenon that causes
luminous green streaks across the skies, across the skies, usually
between late August and mid-April.
In addition to glaciers, there are cascading waterfalls, rugged
coastlines, lush highlands and snow-capped mountains. It’s all in
the country’s stunning, dramatic and ancient nature and wonders.
Iceland is situated on a ‘hot spot’ on the earth, resulting in a lot
of geothermal activity. Because of that there are numerous
waterfalls, lakes and hot springs all over the island. The worldfamous mineral-rich milky Blue Lagoon is not to be missed and is
on the agenda!
Aside from the natural attractions, travelers can participate in
numerous thrilling activities; ATV riding, horseback riding, glacier
hiking, ice-caving, scuba diving, helicopter sightseeing, surfing,
whale watching, and the list goes on and on. Meanwhile, there
are numerous museums, art galleries and theatre spaces and
specialty shops for volcanic rock jewelry and Icelandic sweaters
and blankets.
That’s just one of the reasons for choosing Iceland as 2020’s
Points Beyond once in a lifetime destination. Now keep reading
inside about some of the unique animals you’ll see – Icelandic
Horses, sheep and puffins – dubbed the Clowns of the Sea!

5 Things You Didn’t Know About the Icelandic Horse

10 Things You Didn’t Know About the Puffin in Iceland
THEY MATE FOR LIFE.
Puffins uphold the bird version of conservative family values,
they mate for life, raise their single puffling over the course of
the summer and return every year to their same nest.
THEY’RE NOT OUR NATIONAL BIRD.
That honour belongs to the infinitely more graceful, if less
likable, gyrfalcon. For a while the falcon was even represented
in the national crest. The national order of Iceland, awarded by
the president, is the Order of the Falcon.
THEY’RE GREAT SWIMMERS, BUT CLUMSY FLYERS.
Puffins are graceful on the water, swimming and diving for fish
in smooth, natural motions. In the air, however, they look like
they’re ready to fall out of the sky at any moment, flying with
jerking motions and crash-landing into the water.
THEY SPEND MOST OF THEIR LIFE AT SEA.
Puffins are pelagic birds, which means that they spend more
than half of the year far out at sea. They are well suited to life
on the sea and mostly eat fish. They only return to their holes
to breed from April to August.
THEY DON’T MAKE NESTS, THEY DIG HOLES.
Puffins are seabirds and tend to live where trees don’t. They
dig holes instead, up to a metre deep. They sometimes even
use old rabbit holes if there are any rabbits in the area.
THEY‘RE SMALLER THAN YOU THINK.
Puffins are only about 30 cm from the tip of their bill to the
end of their tail and stand at about 20 cm on land. This makes
them the same size as, or even smaller than most of their
stuffed lookalikes sold in Reykjavik souvenir stores.

THEIR BEAKS ARE IMPRESSIVE.
The multi-coloured beaks that the puffins sport for the
mating seasons have, in some parts of the world, earned
them the nickname of sea parrot or even sea clown. In
Iceland they have a more dignified moniker, they’re called
provosts because their pompous manner reminds people of
senior church officials.
THEIR BEAKS ARE SO IMPRESSIVE THEY GLOW
UNDER UV LIGHT.
Yes, recent studies show that puffins have fluorescent
beaks! Puffins can not only see the red, blue and green light
humans can see, but also wavelengths at the UV end of the
spectrum. Their fluorescent beaks may help them attract the
opposite sex.
THEY’RE STILL NOT AS IMPRESSIVE AS THE TUFTED
PUFFIN.
The puffin, or more accurately the Atlantic puffin, has a cousin
known as the tufted puffin. Its beak hasn’t got the same range
of colours, but the bird more than makes up for it with yellow
tufts of feathers, streaming back from its head like luscious
blond locks.
THEY’RE EASY PREY FOR PREDATORS ON LAND, WHICH IS
WHY THEY USUALLY NEST ON ISLANDS.
Predators like foxes, weasels, cats and dogs don’t reach
them on the islands around Iceland or out at sea during the
wintertime. Actually, the puffins’ most threatening natural
predator is homo sapiens. Puffin is still hunted for food and
eaten, fresh or smoked.

4 Quick Facts About Icelandic
Sheep And Their Wool
The modern Icelandic sheep is a direct descendant of the sheep
brought to the island by the early Viking settlers in the ninth and tenth
century and is over 1,100 years old. With the isolation that comes with
living on an island, it is one of the purest breeds of sheep in the world.
There’s a wide range of natural lustrous fleece colors — Icelandic
sheep produce 27 different colors and patterns even though the white
color is most common.
The breed is famous for its wool around the world, but in Iceland it is
bred almost exclusive for meat.
The fleece has an inner and outer coat typical of the more primitive
breeds with the fine undercoat called Thel and the long, coarser outer
coat called Tog and is a hand spinner’s dream! The wool also felts easily
and is prized by fiber artists.

